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GO! Picnic  
Place Mats 

Finished Size 12-1/2" x 17" 
Designed by Heather Banks 
Fabric provided by Moda 
Fabrics and Crossroads Denim 
by Indygo Junction 

GO!® DIES USED 
• GO! Rag Circle-6-1/2" by 

Heather Banks (55170) 
• GO! Square-5"  

(4-1/2" Finished) (55010) 
• GO! Square on Point-3-11/16" 

(3-3/16" Finished) (55106) 

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS 
NOTE: Materials listed and 
instructions are for two place mats. 

• Fabric 1 (Moss Green 
Denim)—7/8 yard 

• Fabric 2 (Multi Colored Squares)—1/2 yard total or Charm Pack 
• Fusible fleece—1/3 yard 

CUTTING DIRECTIONS 
Fabric 1: 

• Cut 24—Rag Circles 
Fabric 2: 

• Cut 24—5" squares  
Fusible Fleece: 

• Cut 24—3-11/16" squares  

SEWING DIRECTIONS   
1. Divide circles into rows of four. 
2. Place the first circle in each row wrong side up and draw a line 

between the notch in the top right hand corner and the notch in 
the bottom right hand corner. (Diagram 1).  

3. Pin the first and second circles in each row right sides 
together. Sew along line. 

4. Draw a line, wrong side of fabric, between the top and bottom 
right hand notches of the second circle.  

5. Pin the second and third circles in the row right sides together. 
Sew along line. Repeat adding the fourth circle to the row. 

6. Center a 3-11/16" fusible fleece square inside each circle, 
fusible side up. 

7. Center a 5" fabric square on top of each fleece square. Press 
flaps open and fuse fabric squares to fleece. Tuck excess   
fabric under flaps. 
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8. Sew 3/8" away from frayed edge of flaps. 

(Diagram 2).  
9. Place a ruler along the flat edge of notches in 

each row. Draw a line along length of the row. 
(Diagram 3). 

10. Pin row one to row two, fabric squares facing 
out. Sew along line. Press flaps open. 

11. Repeat steps 9 and 10 sewing row two to  
row three.  

12. Sew 3/8" away from frayed edge of flaps, 
alternating between both sides of flaps. 
(Diagram 4) Repeat sewing along  
opposite sides. 

13. To finish outside edges, press circle  
flaps over 1". Pin and sew 3/8" from 
frayed edge. 

14. Roughen the frayed edges with a stiff  
bristled brush.  

Diagram 2 
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